Embodied Identity Project – Textile Report for Jane Buikstra, PI on this project
Judy Newland and Gail Ryser
During the summer field season (2009) a total of 68 textiles from the Centro Mallqui
Collection in Ilo were structurally analyzed by Judy Newland and Gail Ryser. The
textiles represent 12 intact and disturbed burials in cemeteries 4 and 7 at the Chiribaya
Alta site, excavated in the early 1990s. The textiles from Cemetery 4 date to around 945
BP and in Cemetery 7, 1200 BP. These cemeteries were chosen for the pilot project
because they contain other lines of evidence for contrastive ethnic identities.
The 2009 study focused on particular object types:
• Bolsas (bags)
• Fajas (belts)
• Pañuelos (wrapping/carrying cloths).
A small number of additional specimens that fell outside these specific object types, such
as camisas (tunics), mantas (shawls) and costales (large storage bags) were also
photographed and brief written notes compiled for comparison.
Textile condition ranged from good to poor, but overall preservation was quite good. All
textiles were made of camelid wool or cotton, and color preservation was outstanding.
Both dye and weaving consistency was extremely high across time and both cemeteries.
A warp-faced weaving structure was used in all types of objects except fajas (belts),
which were made using an oblique braiding technique. The warp-faced weave structure is
the same as the one used in contemporary textiles of highland Peru. We observed no
tapestry weave, which is the primary textile construction used in the Tiwanaku region,
suggesting very little influence on textile production was coming from that region.
Textiles were finely woven (64-116 warps per inch and 22-28 wefts per inch), many of
extremely fine quality, which indicates spinning skills that were highly advanced. Design
layouts produced symmetrical, mirror images. Color placement of stripes was not
symmetrical but repeated across the face of the textile. A wide range of design motifs was
recorded for further study. Some motifs, such as the star pattern, also seen in Chiribaya
ceramics, show up later in Inca designs. Many motifs showed similarity with designs
from the Northern Atacama region (Chile).
How did the Chiribaya people understand themselves and the world through dress and
textile production? After studying a relatively small sample, we can say that the high
quality of weaving and dyeing indicates a long history of textile production in this area
and possibly specialization, particularly in dyeing. The dyed yarns exhibit exacting
quality control that produced identical color results, supporting the notion that advanced
knowledge and skill with plants and dyes was typical of the culture. The high quality of
spinning and weaving means that technical knowledge was also advanced. Cloth
fabrication is an extremely labor-intensive process, and the fineness of the weaving and
quality of dyes indicates the Chiribaya culture placed a high value on textiles, at least for
burial purposes. The number of high quality textiles in Burial 419 provides evidence of
textile primacy.

This pilot study of the textiles from the site of Chiribaya Alta provides a foundation for
important future research. Consistency in woven structure, dyes, and quality of textiles
from the two cemeteries from different time periods and apparent ethnic differences,
speaks to the embedded nature of coastal textile traditions over hundreds of years and
across ethnic divisions. An in-depth study of the individual textile motifs is critical along
with a broader study of all textile types in order to create a stylistic analysis for the
Chiribaya textile tradition. The results of this study will address issues of cultural
identity, migration, relocation and influence between contemporaneous communities
living in the highland and coastal regions of southern Peru and among coastal populations
in the Atacama Desert.

Bolsa with motif detail

Bolsa with fringe (flecos)

Pañuelo (small wrapping/carrying cloth)

Typical dye colors

Chiribaya purple

Small bolsa with picay offering

Cotton bolsa – the only cotton textile we studied

751: 3108.06.18 bolsa with star and unique image

752:3159.06.1 faja

722:2404.06.1 bolsa with coca

419: 3658 pañuelo

722:2404.06.1 bolsa details

